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Given an even, nonnegative, Lebesgue measurable weight 
A=A(a) (a&R1) with /A<oo, let Z be the (real) Hilbert space of 
Lebesgue measurable functions ƒ with f*(—a) = ƒ (a) and ||/|| 
= V / | / | 2 A < oo, subject to the usual identifications, let Zcd be the 
span (in Z) of em (c^tSd), and introduce the following subspaces 
of Z: 

(a) Z-~Z~*\ 
(b) Z+ = Z««>t 

(c) Z+/~ = the projection of Z+ upon Z~, 
(d) Z# = the class of entire functions ƒ=/(7) (y = a+ib) of minimal 

exponential type which, restricted to the line 6 = 0, belong to Z, 
(e) Z°+ = ria>oZ05, 
(f) Z. = the span of (real) polynomials of ia belonging to Z, 
(g) z-«=n«oZ-«><. 

A is a Hardy weight if 

ƒ 
lg-A 

> ~ oo; 1 + a2 

such a Hardy weight is expressible as | h |2, h being an (outer) function 
belonging to the Hardy class of f unctions ƒ (7) (y = a+ib)(y* = a — ib) 
regular in the half plane (b> 0) with ƒ*( — a) =f(a) and ƒ| f(a+ib) \ Ha 
bounded (&>0). Z^Z" or Z = Z" — Z~^ according as A is Hardy or 
not, a fact that goes back to Szegö. 

Given a Hardy weight, it can be proved that 

Z- D Z+/~ DZ~r\Z+DZ*D Z°+ D Z., 

and the problem is to decide if some or all of the above subspaces 
coincide, special attention being paid to Z+t~~ and Z0+ for probabilistic 
reasons explained below. Z°+ = Zm for the general Hardy weight, but 
the other inclusions can be strict; for instance, Z~7^Z+/~" if and only 
if i — h/h*, restricted to the line 6 = 0, agrees with the ratio of two 
inner functions, while Z+I~~ = Z* ( = Z0+) if and only if the reciprocal 
hr1 of the outer Hardy function h figuring in A= \h\2 is an entire 
function of minimal exponential type. Z'^Z. is possible even for such 
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